
Molecular Informatics:  A finger Molecular Informatics:  A finger 
in every Piein every Pie



InformaticsInformatics……a a ‘‘newnew’’ word word ……

[informat(ion) + [informat(ion) + --ics.]ics.]
23 million hits on Google23 million hits on Google
The central notion is the The central notion is the transformation of informationtransformation of information

For Molecular InformaticsFor Molecular Informatics
I would add the collection, transformation and I would add the collection, transformation and 
visualisation of visualisation of chemical datachemical data to extract a deeper to extract a deeper 
knowledge of the underlying properties of the data.knowledge of the underlying properties of the data.



They knew about ‘molecular 
informatics’ before the word 
was coined

Max Perutz and John 
Kendrew
admire the structure of 
haemoglobin, and Watson and 
Crick with DNA.



The fundamental idea is that 
the use of models, built from
experimental data and 
theory, can profoundly 
influence our philosophy of 
science 

– this is what we spend most 
of our time doing with 
chemical data, and it’s easier 
now with computers –
especially as data is available 
as never before…



Biological data

• 91,170,934,6353 nucleotide bases

•over 800 organisms

•510792 protein x-ray,nmr crystal 
structures

•23 million citations in medline

• 40 main stream databases from EBI

•Ensemble : 24 million gene 
predictions

A hundred BILLION (Chemoinformatics) A hundred BILLION (Chemoinformatics) 
challenges and opportunitieschallenges and opportunities

Chemical data

•95 million chemical substances

•3,700,000 chemical reactions

•613,000 available reagents

•Bielstein has 600,000 reaction 
abstracts

•>270,000 organic x-ray structures

•Combichem libraries of Billions of 
compounds

Patents
•European patents – 150,000,000 
pages
•150,000 applications/year
•450,000 chemical patent 
hyperstructures
•Over 100 countries in patent 
cooperation treaty (PCT)

This is just some of the biological, chemistry and patent 
space – its very big ! The role of molecular informatics is 
the collection, analysis and interpretation of these data. 



Methods for the storage
Of molecular data

Structure Activity Relationships
Structure Property Relationships
Design rules…

Statistical methods
Signal processing

Machine Learning
Chemometrics
Pattern Recognition

Simulation
Experimental
Measurements

Computation of
Properties The Internet

Data harvesting
Data processing
E-science

Visualisation

Data
Pipelining

Compound selection
And design

The other informatics
Sciences 
(bioinformatics
‘Omics, materials,
Polymers…..

Some of the
‘world’ of
Molecular Informatics



Chemoinformatics and
Cheminformatics  (664 
entries) from 1996-2007

Bioinformatics (35,962 entries)
1999-2007

Chemistry AND informatics  (1965-2007)
4,795 entries

If you are searching the literature, SciFinder 
Scholar results:-



Molecular Informatics is, of course, pervasive, Molecular Informatics is, of course, pervasive, 
and refers to all aspects of data in molecules, and refers to all aspects of data in molecules, 
and how it is stored and analysed,and how it is stored and analysed,
so we could potentially be here for the next so we could potentially be here for the next 
three hours (and miss out on the pie)three hours (and miss out on the pie)……
But lets look at two aspectsBut lets look at two aspects

The Semantic Web and dataThe Semantic Web and data

Models from dataModels from data



– Potentially, we can now store nearly all of our 
data in computers so…..

– This is central : particularly when we turn 
data into models, how do we know the models 
are real or even useful ?

– They need 
– the availability of all the necessary data
– and a relevant validated analysis

Henri Poincaré (mathematician)

“ Science is built up of facts, as a house is 
built of stones; but an accumulation of facts 
is no more a science than a heap of stones 
is a house“



Which brings us back to Which brings us back to 
informaticsinformatics……

This leads to the first problem This leads to the first problem –– what chemistry what chemistry 
data  is stored in the databases?data  is stored in the databases?

What we actually store is often a very reduced What we actually store is often a very reduced 
data set. Examples are Smiles, SD files, pDB files, data set. Examples are Smiles, SD files, pDB files, 
Inchi, etc.. (and also, there is an industry in Inchi, etc.. (and also, there is an industry in 
converting one file format to the other, see converting one file format to the other, see 
OpenBabel,OpenBabel,http://openbabel.org/wiki/Main_Pagehttp://openbabel.org/wiki/Main_Page ))
HereHere’’s a couple of exampless a couple of examples

http://openbabel.org/wiki/Main_Page


Some examples of Smiles

Fc1ccccc1O
orthofluorophenol

[O-][n+]1ccccc1
pyridine-N-oxide

O[C@H]1CCCC[C@H]1O
cis-resorcinol

CC(C)NCC(O)COc1cccc2ccccc12
Propranolol – a beta-blocker

OH

F
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+O

H
H

OH

OH

O

OH

N
H

Very compact, clever,
Covers most organics,
Easy to interpret, widely
used



An SD file of Alanine:  a common standard format; contains 
additional 3Dimensional and property information

x,y,z   symbol, mass diff, charge, stereo, h-count….



But, the future of chemical data But, the future of chemical data 
formats lies elsewhereformats lies elsewhere……

Old formats are preOld formats are pre--defined and fixeddefined and fixed

They are not They are not extensible: extensible: This means they This means they 
cannot be added to when new information cannot be added to when new information 
appears, and they do not adhere to web appears, and they do not adhere to web 
standards, so important today for standards, so important today for 
interoperability of software.interoperability of software.

This has led to the development of Chemical This has led to the development of Chemical 
Markup Language, CML, which is written and Markup Language, CML, which is written and 
defined in the Web standard language XML. defined in the Web standard language XML. 
(Peter Murray(Peter Murray--Rust and Henry Rzepa)Rust and Henry Rzepa)



Here are a couple of examplesHere are a couple of examples
(available on the internet)(available on the internet)

Project ProspectProject Prospect at the Royal Society of at the Royal Society of 
Chemistry uses CML and XML to add Chemistry uses CML and XML to add 
information to documents information to documents –– the documents the documents 
are are ‘‘Marked upMarked up’’

CrystaleyeCrystaleye reads Xreads X--ray data from documents ray data from documents 
and uses XML to create a new  document with and uses XML to create a new  document with 
alerts of new structures (you can try this out)alerts of new structures (you can try this out)
http://wwmm.ch.cam.ac.uk/crystaleye/http://wwmm.ch.cam.ac.uk/crystaleye/

http://www.rsc.org/Publishing/Journals/ProjectProspect/Examples.asp

http://wwmm.ch.cam.ac.uk/crystaleye/
http://www.rsc.org/Publishing/Journals/ProjectProspect/Examples.asp


http://www.rsc.org/Publishing/Journals/ProjectProspect/index.asp

http://www.rsc.org/Publishing/Journals/ProjectProspect/index.asp












An example with a patent (from Peter Corbett, developer of
the software OSCAR3)



The paper is pasted into the parser,



The chemistry is detected, annotated and converted to CML (note: the 
subsets of data types, experimental. Ontology term, reaction, etc.)



The highlighted chemical name is automatically detected, converted to CML,
and the structure and associated data is now added.

A poster and demonstration is available from Peter Corbett



Example: a search of PubMed for ‘grapefruit’ –
fetched 200 abstracts

- chemistry marked up



Search Form
(look for structures that contain
piperidine



Search Results



A Similarity Search

(Like Limonene)



A similarity search for compounds
“Like Limonene”



Moving on to StructureMoving on to Structure--
Activity/Property modelsActivity/Property models-- some some 

observationsobservations
The objective here is to relate measured or computed The objective here is to relate measured or computed 
parameters to some new property, e.g. bioactivity at a parameters to some new property, e.g. bioactivity at a 
target, absorption, melting point, solubilitytarget, absorption, melting point, solubility……

The first issue is data quality.The first issue is data quality.

Biological data is always problematic as it is often not Biological data is always problematic as it is often not 
possible to reliably reproduce, isolate the variables, possible to reliably reproduce, isolate the variables, 
combine data. Physical data is easier to measure (in combine data. Physical data is easier to measure (in 
general) and there is a lot more of it.general) and there is a lot more of it.

Our experience with a common physical property, Our experience with a common physical property, 
solubilitysolubility

(of course(of course…….).)



Temperature Temperature Solubility Solubility g/lg/l YearYear

2525
2525
2525
2525
2525
2525

2.1322.132
896.2 896.2 
21.021.0
49.7949.79
18.6718.67
21.621.6

1926 [1]1926 [1]
1985 [2]1985 [2]
2002 [3]2002 [3]

Merck IndexMerck Index
2005 [4]2005 [4]

SRC PhysProp SRC PhysProp 
DatabaseDatabase

N

NN

N

O

O

[1] Oliveri-Mandala, E. (1926), Gazzetta Chimica Italiana 56, 896-901
[2] Ochsner, A. B., Belloto, R. J., and Sokoloski, T. D. (1985), Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences 74, 132-135
[3] Al-Maaieh, A., Flanagan, D. R. (2002), Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences 91, 1000-1008
[4] Rytting, Erik, Lentz, Kimberley A., Chen, Xue-Qing, Qian, Feng, Venkatesh, Srini.

AAPS Journal (2005),  7(1),  E78-E105.  

How reliable are solubility data ?How reliable are solubility data ?

Caffeine solubilityCaffeine solubility



‘‘SolubilitySolubility’’ in the literaturein the literature
Katritzky observed an average standard deviation of Katritzky observed an average standard deviation of 
0.58 log units. 0.58 log units. 

Jorgensen and Duffy suggested the average Jorgensen and Duffy suggested the average 
uncertainty of 0.6 log units uncertainty of 0.6 log units -- 1.5 log units.1.5 log units.

data can have wide ranges in the literature : guanine has data can have wide ranges in the literature : guanine has --
3.58 and 1.86 3.58 and 1.86 ––

take your pick.take your pick.

Recent study by Dearden, reRecent study by Dearden, re--measured 113 organic measured 113 organic 
drugdrug--like compounds, like compounds, 

22 differed by >0.5 log unit22 differed by >0.5 log unit
9 differed by >1.0 log unit9 differed by >1.0 log unit
1 differed by >2.0 log units1 differed by >2.0 log units



‘‘SolubilitySolubility’’ in the literaturein the literature
Thus, any computational method that gives Thus, any computational method that gives 
estimates (usually based on SAR) better than estimates (usually based on SAR) better than 
0.5 log units is over fitted 0.5 log units is over fitted –– many are!many are!
Dearden J.C. Expert Opin. Drug Discov. Dearden J.C. Expert Opin. Drug Discov. 
(2006), 1(1).(2006), 1(1).

The lit. data usually has no information on the The lit. data usually has no information on the 
experimental method, the material whose experimental method, the material whose 
solubility is being studied, or the definition of solubility is being studied, or the definition of 
the reported solubility the reported solubility –– and commonly, many and commonly, many 
datasets are combined to build models.datasets are combined to build models.

In this case, we have decided to create our own data and 
not to combine it with other literature data.



Potentiometric cycling method for very accurate and Potentiometric cycling method for very accurate and 
controlled measurement of solubilitycontrolled measurement of solubility

A Na A- ……….Na+ AHAH

Stuart, M., Box, K. Chasing equilibrium: 
measuring the intrinsic solubility of weak 
acids and bases. Anal. Chem. 2005, 77(4), 
983-990.

We use a Sirius 
glpKa instrument
With a DPAS detector

Supersaturated Solution

Subsaturated Solution



Solubility ChallengeSolubility Challenge

JCIMJCIM Solubility Challenge: Coming Soon! Please Solubility Challenge: Coming Soon! Please 
check Journal of Chemical Information and check Journal of Chemical Information and 
Modeling for more details.Modeling for more details.

We deposit ca. 100 accurate measurements of We deposit ca. 100 accurate measurements of 
intrinsic solubility of drugintrinsic solubility of drug--like molecules.like molecules.
You predict 40 unknownsYou predict 40 unknowns
JCIM publish the JCIM publish the ‘‘bestbest’’ attempts.attempts.



So, before creating a model (or using So, before creating a model (or using 
someone elsesomeone else’’s)s)

This is obvious, butThis is obvious, but…….even if you use a pre.even if you use a pre--
computed model, check the data sourcescomputed model, check the data sources

Are data compatible, and can they be combinedAre data compatible, and can they be combined
It is often the case that nonIt is often the case that non--compatible data are merged compatible data are merged 
to create a database to create a database ‘‘large enoughlarge enough’’ to do statistics onto do statistics on

Is there sufficient background information to Is there sufficient background information to 
determine the modeldetermine the model’’s relevances relevance

The The ‘‘ontologyontology’’ of the information can be vital of the information can be vital –– what were what were 
the units of measurement ? (in the solubility example,  the units of measurement ? (in the solubility example,  
some have mixed up ug/ml and umol/mlsome have mixed up ug/ml and umol/ml

Do they cover the Do they cover the ‘‘chemical property spacechemical property space’’
requiredrequired

Are my compounds very different from those used in the Are my compounds very different from those used in the 
model ?model ?



So, if we have accurate data, 
what’s in a model ?

Molecular database
Calculate/measure

molecular parameters

Analysis

Prediction

This is the most common
‘paradigm for molecular
analysis and prediction



WhatWhat’’s in a model ?s in a model ?
The objective is usually to select a molecule (e.g. The objective is usually to select a molecule (e.g. 
molecular similarity) or predict a propertymolecular similarity) or predict a property

***All models rely on the variance of the data******All models rely on the variance of the data***
***All models are susceptible to database bias******All models are susceptible to database bias***

That is, the range of data values That is, the range of data values andand their their 
distribution.distribution.

If the points all had the same value, they would be easy to If the points all had the same value, they would be easy to 
look up, there would be no model and one prediction for look up, there would be no model and one prediction for 
everything everything 
The point is to extract a relationship between The point is to extract a relationship between calculablecalculable
parameters and the property of interestparameters and the property of interest
The design of the experiment to obtain the data is therefore The design of the experiment to obtain the data is therefore 
very important (and often ignored) very important (and often ignored) –– experimental design experimental design 
(Chemometrics can help)(Chemometrics can help)



Methods to discover modelsMethods to discover models
Models are generated using statistical Models are generated using statistical 
or machine learning methodsor machine learning methods

Statistical methods usually rely on a normal Statistical methods usually rely on a normal 
distribution of the data and provide a fit to distribution of the data and provide a fit to 
the data while minimising the error in the the data while minimising the error in the 
fit.fit.
Are either supervised (e.g. regression) or Are either supervised (e.g. regression) or 
unsupervised (e.g. principal components)unsupervised (e.g. principal components)
Machine learning methods are usually Machine learning methods are usually 
heuristic based and nearly all depend on heuristic based and nearly all depend on 
local clustering (classification) local clustering (classification) –– There are There are 
lots of flavourslots of flavours……



Modeling conditional probability density 
functions: regression and classification

Artificial neural networks
Decision trees
Gene expression programming
Genetic algorithms
Genetic programming
Dynamic programming
Gaussian process regression
Linear discriminant analysis
K-nearest neighbor
Minimum message length
Perceptron
Quadratic classifier
Radial basis function networks
Support vector machines

Modeling probability density functions
through generative models

Expectation-maximization algorithm
Graphical models including Bayesian 

networks and Markov Random Fields
Generative Topographic Mapping

Approximate inference techniques
Markov chain
Monte Carlo method
Variational Bayes
Variable-order Markov models
Variable-order Bayesian networks

Optimization
Most of methods listed above either use 

optimization or are instances of optimization 
algorithms 
Meta-learning (ensemble methods)

Boosting
Bootstrap aggregating aka bagging 
Random forest
Weighted majority algorithm

Inductive transfer and learning to learn
Inductive transfer
Reinforcement learning
Temporal difference
Monte-Carlo method

Methods  for Machine Learning….there are many…many…

They can be traced back to the ID3 method of Ross Quinlan – worth a look

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conditional_probability
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conditional_probability
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conditional_probability
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conditional_probability
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_neural_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decision_tree
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gene_expression_programming
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genetic_algorithms
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genetic_programming
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_programming
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kriging
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_discriminant_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nearest_neighbor_(pattern_recognition)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minimum_message_length
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perceptron
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quadratic_classifier
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radial_basis_function_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Support_vector_machine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probability_density_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Generative_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Expectation-maximization_algorithm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphical_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayesian_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayesian_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayesian_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Generative_Topographic_Mapping
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markov_chain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monte_Carlo_method
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Variational_Bayes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Variable-order_Markov_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Variable-order_Bayesian_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optimization_(mathematics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boosting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bootstrap_aggregating
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_forest
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Weighted_majority_algorithm&action=edit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inductive_transfer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reinforcement_learning
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Temporal_difference&action=edit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monte-Carlo_method


Some comments about making models Some comments about making models 
(includes QSAR, SAR, QSPR(includes QSAR, SAR, QSPR……))

The parameters used to predict a physical property The parameters used to predict a physical property 
(like solubility and logP) compared to e.g. a binding (like solubility and logP) compared to e.g. a binding 
affinity must often behave in a fundamentally affinity must often behave in a fundamentally 
different way.different way.
Reason: a property like logP in octanol/water is Reason: a property like logP in octanol/water is 
consistent in that the medium doesnconsistent in that the medium doesn’’t change. t change. 
However, both the medium (the receptor) and the However, both the medium (the receptor) and the 
ligand change upon binding and different ligand change upon binding and different 
ligand/receptor combinations really require ligand/receptor combinations really require 
different models!different models!



Property behaviourProperty behaviour
So, in property space, we should expect behaviour So, in property space, we should expect behaviour 
that was consistent in that it was : linear, exponential, that was consistent in that it was : linear, exponential, 
parabolic parabolic –– i.e. predictablei.e. predictable

However, in SAR space However, in SAR space –– itit’’s disjointed and, if wes disjointed and, if we’’re re 
lucky, lucky, clusteredclustered e.g. depending on the mode of binding e.g. depending on the mode of binding 
(if you look at SAR predicted/measured plots in the (if you look at SAR predicted/measured plots in the 
literature, many join clusters and not compounds)literature, many join clusters and not compounds)

So, parameters must have the following So, parameters must have the following ‘‘propertyproperty’’
Small changes in the parameter should produce small changes Small changes in the parameter should produce small changes 
in the bioin the bio--activity (e.g. affinity)activity (e.g. affinity)
Large changes in the parameter can produce large or small Large changes in the parameter can produce large or small 
changes in the affinitychanges in the affinity
This is exactly how medicinal chemists optimise compoundsThis is exactly how medicinal chemists optimise compounds



This is neatly summed up in this paper, which This is neatly summed up in this paper, which 
analysed diversity and similarityanalysed diversity and similarity

Neighborhood Behavior: A Useful Concept for Validation of "MolecNeighborhood Behavior: A Useful Concept for Validation of "Molecular Diversity" ular Diversity" 
Descriptors. Patterson, D. E.; Cramer, R. D.; Ferguson, A. M.; CDescriptors. Patterson, D. E.; Cramer, R. D.; Ferguson, A. M.; Clark, R. D.; lark, R. D.; 
Weinberger, L. E. J. Med. Chem.; (Expedited Article); 1996; 39(1Weinberger, L. E. J. Med. Chem.; (Expedited Article); 1996; 39(16); 30496); 3049--
3059. 3059. DOI: DOI: 10.1021/jm960290n10.1021/jm960290n

http://dx.doi.org/10.1021%2Fjm960290n


So So –– does (Q)SAR work ?does (Q)SAR work ?
Yes, for localised sets of compounds Yes, for localised sets of compounds –– often simple often simple 
parameters, if spatially localised and linearly parameters, if spatially localised and linearly 
dependant, will e.g. provide a useful regressiondependant, will e.g. provide a useful regression
A mistake is often to use a dataset of molecules and A mistake is often to use a dataset of molecules and 
their activities that actually requires their activities that actually requires multiple modelsmultiple models

Another is to rely on vast numbers of parameters and Another is to rely on vast numbers of parameters and 
model selection such as cross validation. Imodel selection such as cross validation. I’’m not a m not a 
great fan of great fan of ‘‘ lets use all the available parameters and lets use all the available parameters and 
crosscross--validation will save the dayvalidation will save the day’’ –– the variance of a the variance of a 
large number of parameters will often match the large number of parameters will often match the 
variance of the data variance of the data –– just put in enough variables.just put in enough variables.



Overfitting and cross validationOverfitting and cross validation
-- three papers to read by Douglas Hawkins three papers to read by Douglas Hawkins 

The Problem of Overfitting The Problem of Overfitting 
Hawkins, D. M.Hawkins, D. M.
J. Chem. Inf. Comput. Sci.; (Perspective); 2004; 44(1); 1J. Chem. Inf. Comput. Sci.; (Perspective); 2004; 44(1); 1--
12. 12. DOI: DOI: 10.1021/ci034247210.1021/ci0342472
Assessing Model Fit by CrossAssessing Model Fit by Cross--Validation Validation 
Hawkins, D. M.; Basak, S. C.; Mills, D.Hawkins, D. M.; Basak, S. C.; Mills, D.
J. Chem. Inf. Comput. Sci.; (Article); 2003; 43(2); 579J. Chem. Inf. Comput. Sci.; (Article); 2003; 43(2); 579--586. 586. DOI: DOI: 
10.1021/ci025626i10.1021/ci025626i
QSAR with Few Compounds and Many Features QSAR with Few Compounds and Many Features 
Hawkins, D. M.; Basak, S. C.; Shi, X.Hawkins, D. M.; Basak, S. C.; Shi, X.
J. Chem. Inf. Comput. Sci.; (Article); 2001; 41(3); 663J. Chem. Inf. Comput. Sci.; (Article); 2001; 41(3); 663--670. 670. DOI: DOI: 
10.1021/ci000117710.1021/ci0001177Which leads on to another interesting aspect of molecular data

database bias…

http://dx.doi.org/10.1021%2Fci0342472
http://dx.doi.org/10.1021%2Fci025626i
http://dx.doi.org/10.1021%2Fci0001177
http://dx.doi.org/10.1021%2Fci0001177


Database bias. ‘Sophisticated models’ are sometimes little better than simple 
models.  The ‘Database bias’ in activity databases is simply that the active 
molecules are generally very similar classes and are memorised !

Put another way, the information content of many common structure-based 
descriptors for virtual screening purposes is, in some cases, not higher than the 
nonstructural information about the number of atoms per element in the structure.

Below, is an example using only atom counts compared to more complex similarity 
descriptors. Note the high performance of the ‘dumb descriptors’

Bender et al. J. Chem. Inf. Model. 2005, 45, 1369-1375 1369



The failure to account for the influence of the solid state on sThe failure to account for the influence of the solid state on solubilityolubility
The General Solubility Equation is a rare examples that does.  The General Solubility Equation is a rare examples that does.  

LogS = 0.8 LogS = 0.8 -- logP logP -- 0.01(MP0.01(MP--25)25)

A simple model example, again using A simple model example, again using 
solubility solubility –– putting in parameters that putting in parameters that 

relate to the phenomenonrelate to the phenomenon

(from Wassvik, C. Uppsala Pharmaceutical Profiling Conference)



What works best ?

Using parameters that have a physical 
foundation in the phenomenon being studies
Selecting the correct method for model creation, 
functional (statistical) or clustering (machine 
learning)
Always use a properly selected test set. The 
various cross validation and bootsrapping 
methods don’t take account of database bias 
(despite what they say).



Conclusions

The data is king – comprehensive, in an 
extensible format is best
Parameters in a model should relate to the 
phenomenon being studied. If not, smell a rat.
Machine learning methods have the property of 
local models – best for discontinuous SAR data

An example of a typical model…..



So, models of data…..

A Biologist, a chemist and a mathematician are 
asked to explain reproduction



So, models of data…..

A Biologist, a chemist and a mathematician are 
asked to explain reproduction
The Biologist says “It’s very complex, involves 
lots of Bioinformatics and I’ll need ten years and 
a £10M grant to sort it out”



So, models of data…..

A Biologist, a chemist and a mathematician are 
asked to explain reproduction
The Biologist says “It’s very complex, involves 
lots of Bioinformatics and I’ll need ten years and 
a £10M grant to sort it out”
The Chemist says “Its even more difficult (and 
involves Hydrogen-bonds) , but given 15 years 
and £30M I can sort it out”



So, models of data…..
A Biologist, a chemist and a mathematician are 
asked to explain reproduction
The Biologist says “It’s very complex, involves 
lots of Bioinformatics and I’ll need ten years and 
a £10M grant to sort it out”
The Chemist says “Its even more difficult (and 
involves Hydrogen-bonds) , but given 15 years 
and £30M I can sort it out”

The mathematician says “We’ve already solved 
the problem. We take two spherical bodies 
connected by an N-dimensional attraction……”



Sources of information on Sources of information on 
ChemoinformaticsChemoinformatics

GasteigerGasteiger J.(EditorJ.(Editor), Engel ), Engel T.(EditorT.(Editor): ): ChemoinformaticsChemoinformatics : A Textbook. John : A Textbook. John 
Wiley & Sons, 2004, ISBN 3Wiley & Sons, 2004, ISBN 3--527527--3068130681--1 1 
A.R. Leach, V.J. A.R. Leach, V.J. GilletGillet: An Introduction to : An Introduction to ChemoinformaticsChemoinformatics. Springer, . Springer, 
2003, ISBN 12003, ISBN 1--40204020--13471347--7 7 
Encyclopedia of Computational Chemistry, 5 volumes, ISBN: 0Encyclopedia of Computational Chemistry, 5 volumes, ISBN: 0--471471--9658896588--XX
ChemoinformaticsChemoinformatics in Drug Discovery. Tudor I. in Drug Discovery. Tudor I. OpreaOprea (Editor), (Editor), RaimundRaimund
MannholdMannhold (Series Editor), Hugo (Series Editor), Hugo KubinyiKubinyi (Series Editor), (Series Editor), GerdGerd FolkersFolkers (Series (Series 
Editor). 2005. ISBN: 978Editor). 2005. ISBN: 978--33--527527--3075330753--11
Peter Peter ErtlErtl, Paul , Paul SelzerSelzer and and JJöörgrg MMüühlbacherhlbacher WebWeb--based based cheminformaticscheminformatics
tools deployed via corporate Intranets. Drug Discovery Today: BItools deployed via corporate Intranets. Drug Discovery Today: BIOSILICO, OSILICO, 
Volume 2, Issue 5, September 2004, Pages 201Volume 2, Issue 5, September 2004, Pages 201--207.207.
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